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Resumen

CENTRO DE INVESTIGACIÓN Y ESTUDIOS AVANZADOS DEL INSTITUTO

POLITÉCNICO NACIONAL

Departamento de Ingeniería Eléctrica

Maestría en ciencias

Extracción automática de pixeles puros para analizar imágenes

hiperespectrales.

por Jairo Salazar Vázquez.

Debido a que las imágenes hiperespectrales tienen una alta resolución espectral, han

permitido desarrollar algoritmos para detectar objetos y generar mapas de distribución

de materiales en un área geográfica para aplicaciones de agricultura, seguridad y de

fensa, industria, etc., como Dimitris [Dimitris, 2002] comentó: "explotando el hecho

de que diferentes materiales refractan, absorben y emiten energía electromagnética, de

forma distinta en cada longitud de onda, definiendo patrones identificables debido a su

composición molecular" En esta tesis se explora la idea de extraer los endmembers de

una imagen hiperespectral de forma automática y sin requerir parámetro alguno. Como

resultado de la investigación, se propone el algoritmo JFuzzyVD para estimar el número

de endmembers presentes en una imagen hiperespectral y también se propone el algo

ritmo SMV-L para extraer un número dado de endmembers de dicha imagen. Al utilizar

FuzzyVD y SMV-L en conjunto, es posible realizar el proceso de extracción de end

members sin necesidad de parámetros o entrenamiento. El desempeño de los algoritmos

propuestos ha sido comparado con los algorimos similares encontrados en la literatura

de identificación de endmembers y los resultados permiten concluir que tanto JFuzzyVD

como SMV± son robustos y confiables.



Abstract

CENTRO DE INVESTIGACIÓN Y ESTUDIOS AVANZADOS DEL INSTITUTO

POLITÉCNICO NACIONAL

Electrical Engineering Department

Master in Science

Automatic endmember extraction algorithms for hyperspectral image

analysis.

by Jairo Salazar Vázquez.

The high spectral resolution of the Hyperspectral Images (HI) allows to develop different

algorithms for target detection, material mapping, and material identification. This has

applications in agrículture, security, industry, and defense [Dimintris, 2002] "by exploit

ing the fact that different materials reflect, absorb, and emit electromagnetic energy, at

specific wavelengths, in distinctive patterns related to their molecular composition" This

thesis explores the idea of extracting the endmembers present in a hyperspectral image

using a totally automatically approach without parameter settings. As a result, the

FuzzyVD algorithm is proposed in order to estimate the number of endmembers present

in a given hyperspectral image and the SMVL algorithm is proposed for endmembers

extraction. The combination of both algorithms enables the endmember extraction pro

cess in a non-supervised way. The performance of SMV-L and JFuzzyVD in synthetic

and real hyperspectral images have been compared against several of the state of the

art algorithms with similar features through the literature of endmember identification,

and the results allow to conclude that the proposal is robust and reliable.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter provides an overview about the hyperspectral image analysis, their appli

cations and previously works developed on this research field. Afterwards, it gives a

description of the main problem studied in this thesis, and the motivation to propose

new solutions for the problem.

1.1 Background

A Hyperspectral Image (HI) is a set of two dimensional digital images acquired simul

taneously from a physical surface where each image express the electromagnetic energy

sensed at a specific wavelength. Typically, they are in the spectrum range of 0.4-2.5/xm

with continuous and narrow separation of 0.004-0.01/jm. Given that each image in the

HI has the same área, each pixel represents exactly the same spatial área that the same

pixel in the other images.

Figure 1.1: A hyperspectral image. Redrawn from [21].

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

The application fields of hyperspectral image analysis has been increasing in the last

years because the availability of new devices for hyperspectral image acquisition and

public hyperspectral datasets (e.g. AVIRIS[1] or USGS[2]). The high spectral resolu

tion of these images, allows to develop different algorithms for target detection, material

mapping, and material identification for applications in Agriculture [3], Security and

Defense [3], Industry [3], etc.

In some applications, it is possible to perform target detection and material mapping,

measuring in laboratory the light refraction, light emission, and light abortion at differ

ent wavelengths that each material of interest generates, identifying its specific pattern

or spectral signature (Definition 3).

However, for many other applications, there is not enough available prior information,

or spectral signatures. For example, in many applications of remote sensing or preci

sión agriculture, material distribution is required to obtain a correct classification of the

pixels present in the HI. For this type of applications, it is necessary to decompose the

scene in the respective abundances composition of the puré spectral signatures, or the

constituent spectral, referred to as endmembers [4]. For this type of applications, it

is possible to summarize the hyperspectral image analysis process as follows: estimate

the total number of endmembers present in the HI, identify the endmember pixels, and

unmix the original scene using the set of endmembers extracted in order to be able to

target detection, target identification and material mapping. It is possible to estimate

the number of endmembers present in the HI using the HFC [5] ,
NWHFC [5] ,

or TEP

[6] algorithms. In order to identify the set of endmembers, the Endmember Extraction

Algorithms (EEAs) use Statistical Methods (SM) [7], Orthogonal Subspace Projections

(OSP) [6], Linear Mixing Models (LMM) [8], etc., there are several EEAs (e.g. N-FINDR

[8], SGA[9], PPI[10], OBA [11], ATGP [16], and others). One ofthe most used technique

by the EEAs is the LMM because the convex nature of the hyperspectral dataset and the

spatial resolution. This type of algorithms search the set of spectral pixels that inscribe

the simplex [12] of maximal volume, by assuming that all of them are endmembers and

the remainder spectral pixels (Definition 2) are linear combination of them [8]. The

(Figure 1.2) provides fourth different simplexes. Finally, the unmixing processes can be

performed using the methods proposed by Winter [8], the procedure proposed by Tao
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et al. [11], etc.

Figure 1.2: (a-d) Simplex of maximal volume in R°, R1, R2, and R3 respectively.

The present thesis explores the idea of building a deterministic method to estimate

the simplex of maximal volume using a bottom-up approach by taking advantage of

the LMM assumptions. As a result, the proposed algorithm SMVJ. is based on the

use of orthogonal complements [12] and the Gram-Schmidt process [13]. In order to

prove its efficiency, SVM± has been compared against N-FINDR, ATGP and OBA

because they are the algorithms that show the greatest similarity to SMVL through the

literature of endmember identification. The measurements used for comparison were the

computational time complexity, execution time, and the final volume of the simplex in R™

This is due to their accuracy to evalúate the performance of the algorithms for LMM.

Furthermore, many EEAs including SMV±, require to estimate previously the number

of endmembers to be extracted. In this thesis is proposed the FuzzyVD algorithm

to estimate the number of endmembers present in a hyperspectral image. JFuzzyVD

facilitates the hyperspectral image analysis process because it does not require threshold

setting, prior information, noise removal, dimensional reduction, low information band

removal, water absorption band removal ñor calculating the eigenvalues [14]. In order

to do this, FuzzyVD exploits the properties of the SMV-L algorithm, fuzzy equivalence

relations [15], fuzzy Minkowski distance[15], fuzzy logic [15] and fuzzy systems [15],

improving the reliability of the methods currently present in the literature, avoiding

the threshold setting (estimate this, some times is as difficult as estimate the number

of endmembers present in the HI), and expands the application field of fuzzy logic

and fuzzy systems into the hyperspectral images analysis. FuzzyVD also provides a

method to design fuzzy systems to define a total order in a set of possible partitions

when desirable characteristics are well known. This algorithm has been applied to real
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AVIRIS [1] images (Cuprite, Nevada) and synthetic hyperspectral imagery proposed by

Chang in [16]. Finally, a comparative analysis about FuzzyVD, HFC, NWHFC, and

TEP performance is given.

1.2 Motivation

The Hyperspectral Imaging Sensors (HSI) are a relatively new technology, nevertheless,

their use have been increasing in the recent years because them enable the target detec

tion and identification. Due to their high spectral resolution, the His can be considered

Big data [17] requiring the correct data structures and algorithms to obtain the optimal

results in acceptable time.

Moreover, due to there are many HI applications (e.g. New planets exploration, Remote

Sensing, Materials mapping, etc.) where no prior information exists and it is not possi

ble execute a training phase for classification algorithms, the HI analysis is a new área

of research for the non-supervised and semi-supervised [18] machine learning algorithms.

Furthermore, by studying the state of the art, it has been found many opportunities in

the hyperspectral data analysis for new and improved algorithms.

1.3 Problem Description

One of the most representative EEAs based on the LMM, is probably the N-FINDR

because it is easy to understand and implement, a mayor drawback of N-FINDR is its

high computational complexity because its combinatorial nature. In addition, the final

results given by N-FINDR are highly dependent on a random initialization. Because

of all these reasons, different versions of this algorithm have been developed (e.g. SGA

[9], SM N-FINDR [19], SQ N-FINDR [19], SC N-FINDR [19], IN-FINDR [19], etc.) in

order to try to overeóme these disadvantages. Although these algorithms mitigate the

N-FINDR's disadvantages, they still perform the calculation of a matrix determinant

several times even when a single pixel is evaluated at each iteration. Furthermore, the
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possible solutions are restricted by the volume of the subspace spanned by the remain

der non-valuated candidates. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the performance of

these algorithms in order to reduce the computational complexity for the endmember

extraction phase of the HI analysis.

Moreover, due to the fact that many EEAs require to estimate the number of different

endmembers present in a HI in advance, it is necessary to have a robust method to

estimate such an important initialization parameter. There are different algorithms able

to estimate this parameter and many of them are based on eigenvalues. Nevertheless, for

many appUcations these algorithms are unable to provide dependable results. Then, it

is necessary to explore different approaches in order to develop algorithms with greater

performance than the existing ones.

1.4 Goals

1.4.1 General Goal

The main aim of this thesis is to develop robust algorithms for endmember extraction,

and for the correct estimation of the number of endmembers present in a HI using the

Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process, fuzzy relations, and adequate data structures

in order to exceed the results obtained by the classic algorithms present in the literature.

1.4.2 Specific Goals

1. Reduce the complexity of the N-FINDR by implementing a bottom-up approach

using orthogonal complements.

2. Develop deterministic methods to avoid the undesired non-deterministic charac

teristic of the N-FINDR algorithm.

3. Exploit the Fuzzy Logic's capability to formalize the intuitive reasoning and the

non-supervised crisp partition specification, in order to develop an algorithm to

estimate the number of endmembers present in a HI.
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4. Explore the idea of develop a total non-supervised algorithm for fast endmember

extraction that does not require any parameter or prior information.

1.5 Original Contributions

1. Two novel non-supervised algorithms were developed:

(a) The SMV± which calculates the set of vectors that inscribe the simplex (Ge

ometrical object: Definition 8) of máximum volume in R™ for a dataset of

n dimensions. This algorithm has been applied for fast endmember extrac

tion in synthetic and real hyperspectral images. A great advantage of the

proposed algorithm is its low time complexity 0(n) with n the number of

pixels.

(b) JFuzzyVD which estimates the number of different endmembers present in a

HI based on fuzzy systems, Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process, and

statistical methods.

2. The fuzzy systems application field was expanded into HI analysis because it was

not possible to find any other previous research work where the fuzzy system was

applied to estimate the number of endmembers present in a HI.

3. A novel method was introduced to define a total order in a set of possible partitions

when desirable characteristics are well known.

1.6 Document Organization

The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives a theoretical

background to support the understanding of this thesis. Chapter 3 introduces the

approaches typically used for endmember extraction, and to estimate the number of

endmembers present in a HI. Chapter 4 introduces a detailed description of the SMV-L

algorithm proposed for endmember extraction, and the FuzzyVD algorithm proposed to

estimate the number of endmembers present in a HI. Chapter 5 provides the steps used

to obtain the hyperspectral images used in the experiments, it describes the experiments

performed, and it shows a comparative analysis of the results obtained by the proposed
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algorithms against related algorithms. Chapter 6 gives a conclusión and it proposes

forthcoming research. Finally, the Bibliography and the Releases published during

the research are attached.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Framework

In this chapter a theoretical background is given in order to support the understanding

of the algorithms proposed.

2.1 Hyperspectral Images

The definitions of hyperspectral image and spectral pixel are introduced in order to pro

vide a convenient representation of these two important and widely used concepts during

all phases of the algorithms proposed in this thesis.

Definition 1. A hyperspectral image is a three dimensional matrix P e KRxCxL

where K is a field; ií, C and L are the total number of rows, columns and layers respec

tively.

Thus, it is possible to define what is a spectral pixel.

Definition 2. Let P be a hyperspectral image then, a spectral pixel is a vector psuch

that:

P={Pr,c,l,Pr,c,2,-,Pr,c,L} (2.1)

9
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where 1 < r < R and 1 < c < C, and R, C <E N.

For convenience at the computing time, any hyperspectral image P (with R rows, C

columns and L layers) is represented using a two dimensions matrix X G KLxN where

K is a field, L ís the number of layers and N is the total number of spectral pixels in P

respectively, such that

N = RxC, (2.2)

and

[Xi,í,X2¿,...,Xl^ =Xí=Pí= [PT,c,l, Pr,c,2, --, PT,c,L\, (2.3)

for all x\ € X and each p¿ € P: 1 < i < N and i is calculated using (Equation 2.4)

i = ((r - 1) X O) + c. (2.4)

Because the valué sensed by a HSI at each wavelength for a given pixel in a HI depends

on the type of material located in the área of the scene represented by that pixel, it is

possible to say that every pixel has a characteristic signature related. That signature is

known as spectral signature and is defined as follows.

Definition 3. A spectral signature is a pattern related to a specific spectral pixel.

Although the LMM is a well known and often used model for the HI analysis, in this

thesis is presented a detailed description of this model in (Section 3.1.1). Assuming that

the LMM is a good approximation, there are puré spectral pixels located in a given HI.

Puré in the sense that, the spectral signature corresponds to only one type of material.

The puré spectral pixels are referred as endmember and it is defined as follows.
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Definition 4. An endmember is the assumption that there exists at less one puré spec

tral pixel in a hyperspectral image where the spectral signature belongs to only one type

of material.

Once defined the endmember, it is possible to establish that every one distinct signal [14]

in a HI is an endmember for the LMM. This important remark is used in the following

definition, in order to provides a practical notion of this important concept.

Definition 5. The Virtual Dimensionality (VD), is the total number of different signáis

present in a hyperspectral image and every different signal is an endmember.

2.2 Simplex

The (Theorem 1) allows to infer that the máximum number of endmembers present in

a given hyperspectral image X, are at most equal to the number of dimensions of X.

Theorem 1 ([12]). Suppose that xi,x2, ...,£„ span a linear space X, and the vectors

2/i,y_* •■■>% •= X are linear independent then, j < n.

Proof.[12] Since xi,x2,...,xn span X, every vector in X can be written as a linear

combination of xi,x2, ...,xn. In particular, yi:

yi = kix\ + k2x2 + •■■ + knxn (2.5)

Since yi / 0 not all k, are equal to 0, say fa ^ 0. Then £¿ can be expressed as a linear

combination of yi and the remainder xs. So the set consisting of the x's, with x. replaced

by yi span X. If j > n, repeat this step n-1 more times and conclude that yi, y_, ..., yn

span X: if j > n, this contradicts the linear independence of the y's for then y„+i is a

linear combination of yi , y_ ,
. . .

, yn ■ □
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The following definition is used to calcúlate the distance between any vértex £ G X and

the subspace spanned by a base of endmembers.

Definition 6 ([12]). Let X be a finite-dimensionality linear space with Euclidean struc

ture, Y a linear subspace of X. The orthogonal complement of Y, denoted as yx,

consists of all vectors z e X that are orthogonal to every y G Y:

zeY1 iff (y,z)=0 for all y G Y (2.6)

The Gram-Schmidt process [13] provides a easy and recursive way to créate an orthogonal

or orthonormal base for any linear independent set of vector in Rn

Gram-Schmidt Algorithm

INPUT p = {bi,b2,...,bk} in Rn

ui =&1

for p = 2 to k

u -b - Vp_1 &»üi-_7
Up

—

"p _1_¿=_ (ü^üi)
"i

endfor

OUTPUT U = {ui,Ü2, •••,«*:} in Rn := is an orthogonal base.

Now, it is possible to créate an orthonormal base by applying (Equation 2.7) to each

üeU.

* = \]hüi l-l-k (27)

The following theorem enables to decompose every vector £ G X in two parts: the part

y belonging to the subspace Y of X, and the part y1 that is orthogonal to Y
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Theorem 2 ([12]). For any linear subspace Y of X,

X = Y@Y1. (2.8)

Proof. [12] We show first that a decomposition of form (Equation 2.8)' is unique. Sop-

pose we could write

x = z + zx, zin Y, zL in YL (2.9)

Compared with (Equation 2.8)' gives

y-z
= z±-y1, (2.10)

it follows from this that y
— z belongs both to Y and to YL, and thus is orthogonal to

itself:

0 = (y-£,£x-yx) = (y-£,y-¿)=||y--?ll. (2-H)

but by positivity of norm, y
—

z = 0 or y = z.

To prove that a decomposition of form (Equation 2.8) is always possible, we construct an

orthogonal basis of X whose first k members lie in Y ; the remainder must he in Y1- We

can construct such a basis by startingwith an orthogonal basis in Y ,
afterwards complete

it to a basis in X, and then creating an orthogonal base with the remainder vectors of

the basis computing the Gram-Schmidt process. Afterwards, £ can be decomposed as

follows:

n

x = J2ajXiJ) (2*12)
3=1

We break this decomposition into two parts:

n k n

x = J2 aj-r-**') = J2 o,**03 + X. a¡f(i) = y + y1x (2.13)
3=1 j=l l=k+l

clearly, y lies in Y and y*1 in Y1 D
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After this theorem is a good idea to define the concept of magnitude of a vector.

Definition 7. The magnitude of a vector v is denoted by || v || and can be calculated

using the following equation:

\\v\\=rWr, (2*14)

Now, we are ready to describe one of the main tools for methods based on LMM, the

simplex. Mainly because many of them are looking at methods to obtain simplexes of

maximal volume.

Definition 8. A simplex in R™ is a polytope in a n-dimensional space with (n+1)

vértices.

The following definition remarks this important concept, and provides a objective to

reach by giving a performance measure for the algorithms based on the LMM.

Definition 9. Let X be a set of vectors in Rn, let p be the power set of X, and let £

be the collection of every subset E G p, of cardinality #£J = n + 1. The Simplex of

maximal volume in Rn (SMV) is any É G £ such that

Vol(É) > Vol(Ei) l<i<M

Due to the convex nature of the hyperspectral imagery and the LMM assumptions, each

vértex in the 5MV1'1 (Definition 8) is an endmember. Then, for a given HI X, there is

a set E = {So, ¿i, ..., ejt_i} cXof endmembers and the reminder X \E spectral pixels

are linear combinations of elements of E. JFurthermore, #£J is very small respect to N.

Therefore, the problem of endmember extraction is equivalent to the problem of finding

a set of vértices within the SMVk~1
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Winter [8] said that the volume of a simplex is proportional to (Equation 3.4). Equiv

alently, Peter Lax [12] provides the elementary formula to calcúlate the volume of a

simplex in Rn:

Vol(E) = -Altitude x Voln-i(Base), (2.15)
n

where n = #JS, .Base is any of the n
— 1 dimensional faces of E, and Altitude means the

distance between the vértex opposite to the hyperplane spanned by the Base. In short

hn = Altitud, and /?„ = Base. In a recursive way, this can be expressed as follows:

1

Vol(E) = —Altitude x Voln-i(Basé)
n

= -A„ x Vol(pn)
n

- (t) ™<"-*>

{hn)(hn-i)...(hi)
n!

=Üt <2-16>
¿=i

Unlike to (Equation 3.4), (Equation 2.16) does not require to guaranty the existence of

the determinant of a non-singular matrix.

2.3 Fuzzy Logic

The fuzzy sets are the basis for the fuzzy analysis. Before to introduce a definition for

this important concept, it is necessary to define the classic sets. This thesis refers to the

classic sets as crisp sets.
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Let U be the universal set. A set is defined by a function, usually called characteristic

function, that declares which elements ofU are members of the set and which are not [15].

Definition 10 ([15]). The crisp set A is defined by its characteristic function,

UA:U-4{0,1},

as follows:

{1
for u G A

(2.17)
0 for u 0 A

For each u G U, when \)a{u) = 1, u is declared to be a member of A; when U,_(i_) = 0,

u is declared as a nonmember of A [15]. This function can be generalized such that the

valúes assigned to the elements of the U fail within a specified range (typically [0,1]),

and it indicates the membership grade of these elements in the set in question. Larger

valúes denote higher degrees of set membership. Such a function is called a membership

function, and the set defined by it a fuzzy set. In this case, each membership function

maps elements of U, which is always a crisp set, into real numbers in [0, 1] [15].

Definition 11 ([15]). The fuzzy membership function of a fuzzy set A is denoted by

lia; that is:

HA-V-. [0, 1] (2.18)

The intersection, unión, and product operations between two arbitrary fuzzy sets A and

B are defined as follow:

AnB :=min[A(u),B(u)] (2.19)

AuB :=max[A(u),B(u)] (2.20)

Ax B :=prod[A(u),B(u)] (2.21)
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The following definition is used to express similarity between two or more spectral pixels.

Definition 12 ([15]). A fuzzy relation is a fuzzy set defined on the Cartesian prod

uct of crisp sets Xi,X2,...,Xn, where tupies x\,x2,...,xn may have varying degrees of

membership within the relation. The membership grade indicates the strength of the

relation present between the elements of the tupie.

Let R(X, X) be a fuzzy relation. For convenience, R is represented by a fuzzy matrix

MR [15]:

Mr:=

R(xi,yi) R(xx,y2)

R(x2,yi) R(x2,y2)

- R{xi,yn)

- R{x2,yn)

R{xm,yi) R{xm,y2) ... R(xm,yn)

(2.22)

A fuzzy relation has the following properties:

1. 7? is reflexive iff R(x, x) = 1 Vx G X

2. R is symmetric iff R(x, y) = R(y, x) Vx, y G X

3. R is max min transitive iff:

R.x, z) > max{min{R(x,y),R(y, z)}} for each pair (x,z) G X2 (2.23)
yeA

These concepts are used to obtains a crisp partition from a fuzzy relation.

Definition 13 ([15]). Let A be a fuzzy set and let a be any real number such that

a G [0, 1]. The a-cut aA and the strong a-cut +aA is defined as follows:

1. aA := {x\A(x) > a}

2. +aA := {x\A(x) > a]
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For example: X
****-

{1,2,3,4}

A = {(0.2/1), (0.8/2), (0.48/3), (0.6/4)}

= {0.2,0.4,0.16,0.15}

aA +aA

u-1&_4 = {0.2,0.4,0.16,0.15} +ul5__ = {0.2, 0.4, 0.16}
UM = {0.2,0.4} +°-M = {0.4}
UAA = {0.4} +UM = {0}

The following definition enables to group similar spectral pixels in classes using their

similarity degree.

Definition 14 ([15]). Let R be a Fuzzy Relation. R is a fuzzy equivalence relation

iff R is reflexive, symmetric and max min transitive.

The transitive closure method (Section 4.2) requires the following definition in order to

build a fuzzy equivalence relation.

Definition 15 ([15]). A t-norm is a binary operation on the unit interval that satisfies

at least the following axioms for all a, b, c G [0, 1]:

1. t-norm(o, 1) = a

2. b < d implies t-norm(a, b) < (a, d)

3. t-norm(a, 6) = t-norm(_, a)

4. t-norm(a,t-norm(6, <_)) = t-norm(t-norm(a, b),d)

It is necessary to introduce the following two operations before defining the operation

composition (o) between fuzzy relations.

dom R(x) = max R(x, y)
yeY

(2.24)
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ran R(y) = max R(x, y) (2.25)

Thus, the following operation allows to obtain the max min transitive relation for a

given compatibility relation (reflexive and symmetric).

Definition 16 ([15]). Let X, Y, Z be three crisp sets. Let R : X x Y -, [0, 1], S : Y x Z -.

[0, 1] be two fuzzy relations. The fuzzy relations composition of R and S denoted

as R o S is a fuzzy relation floí:_Jx2*4[0,l] such that:

R o S(x, z) := max t-norm(fí(x, y),S(y, z)) (2.26)
yeY

This definition is used to obtains the fewest number of different possible partitions of

X, and enables the non-endmember discrimination.

Definition 17. A transitive closure Rt of a fuzzy realtion R, is the relation that is

max-min transitive, contains R(X, X), and have the fewest number of a-cuts.

The transitive closure Rr can be obtained using the transitive closure method (Section

4.2), this method can be implemented efficiently because the following theorem.

Theorem 3 ([15]). Let R be a fuzzy compatibility relation (reflexive and symmetric) on

a finite universal set S with #S = n. Then, the max min transitive closure of R is the

relation i.n_1

Proof. By contradiction: Suppose that R is a fuzzy compatibility relation (reflexive and

symmetric) on a finite universal set S with #S = n. Then, Rn~l is NOT the max min

transitive closure Rt of R.

Thus, consider a cycle of length n.

siR1s2,s2R2s3,...,sn-.iRn 1sn-
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Based on (Definition 16), we know that R2 = R1 o R1 such that

SiR2s3 = siR1 oRls3.

It is possible to infer the same for R3

R3 = R2oR1=R1oR1o R1

such that

siR3s_ = siR2 o _?1s4 = siR1 ofi'o R1s4.

It is possible to repeat this procedure for ñn_1

i?n-1=_?n-2oiín-3,...,o_?1,

therefore,

xiRn'lxn.

Based on the hypothesis's antecedent, RY'1 ^ Rt then, for a natural number m > n- 1,

there exists a relation Rm, such that RY1 = Rt- By definition of the Transitive Closure

Rt, Rm must to be the smallest relation Rm that contains all other relations, then, m

is fixed to n, thus, the smallest cycle in Rm=n is

s1R1s2, s2R2s3, ..., s„-i-R"_1Sn, snRm=nsn+i.

Clearly,

#S = n + 1 9 (contradiction).

Due to #5 = n (by hypothesis), this contradicts the antecedent of the hypothesis.

*.* RY1'1 is the max min transitive closure Rt of R. □



Chapter 3

Literature Review

This chapter introduces the approaches typically used for endmember extraction and

virtual dimensionality estimation in the hyperspectral images analysis. Afterwards, it

provides a detailed description of several algorithms based on similar principies as the

proposed algorithms.

3.1 Approaches

3.1.1 Linear Mixing Models (LMM)

The spacial resolution refers to the área represented in a HI. Such área depends on the

HSI's characteristics and the distance between the HSI and the scene. The total área

represented in a HI can spans kilometers, thus, the spanned área of each pixel in the HI

is equivalent to square meters. For example, for the AVIRIS project [1], the covered área

at each pixel is approximately 20 square meters. Making the resolution a main prob

lem because each pixel represent the aggregation of the reflection of different materials.

Therefore, the LMM are correlated with the spacial resolution because they assume that

the spectral signatures of different materials are mixed by the instruments itself. The

main aim of the endmember extraction algorithms based on the LMM is to identify puré

pixels where only one type of material is present and use them to unmix the HI into the

respective mixture map of the material's abundances [8]. For many applications, this

approach is useful because the convex nature of a HI provides an easy and valid way for

21
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its analysis.

The main LMM's drawback is that for many cases, the reflectance is not a linear func

tion due to the fact that many materials present in the scene are hidden for the HSI and

they contribute to the sensed spectral signatures.

Let Ibea HI. Assuming that the LMM is a well approximation, there is a small set

E C X of endmembers or puré pixels, and every element of the remainder set of spectral

pixels

É =X\E

is composed by a fraction of each element e G E such that the sum of fractions is the

total área represented by that spectral pixel. Thus, for all £ G E:

*E

£« = £(•?» x s«) + £J' ^<i<#E. (3.1)
_.=_

In (Equation 3.1), £*¿ is the Z-th dimensión of the i-th spectral pixel in E, e.y_ is the Z-th

dimensión of the k-th endmember in E, &\_i is the fe-th endmember fraction of the i-th

spectral pixel in É, and w is a small Gaussian random error. In addition, the endmember

fraction a is restricted by:

Nonnegativity a¡.i > 0 (3.2)

#E

Sum to one 2_\aki — l (3*3)
k=l

Therefore, the endmembers in the LMM inscribe the simplex in Rfc_1 of máximum

volume [8].
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3.1.2 Nonlinear Mixing Models (NMM)

Unlike LMM, NMM considers all physical interactions between photons and the ma

terials in the scene. Thus, this model requires to know prior information about all

materials preset in a scene and their molecular composition. The NMM are not as easy

as the LMM despite the Radiative Transfer Theory (RTT) [20] is a mature mathemat

ical model that describes how the photons interact with the materials present in the

scene. Therefore, RTT require to have knowledge about the physical composition of the

materials sensed in the HI. Making quite difficult to obtain the necessary parameters

for the model and one of its main drawbacks. Therefore, only a few algorithms address

this problem as a total NMM [21]. Nevertheless, there are some attempts [22, 23] to

address this drawback by using machine learning methods as neural networks [22-24]

to obtain the physical parameters for the RTT, by assuming the prior knowledge of the

endmember spectral signature. Recently, Cióse et al. [25] proposed to generalize the

physic interaction by assuming that all pixels are a combination of LMM and NMM.

This has allowed to obtain better performance than the traditional existing techniques

based on physical mixing parameters.

3.2 Endmember Extraction Algorithms (EEA)

This type of algorithms assume that there is at least one puré pixel or endmember

present in a HI. Making the main aim to identify at least this single pixel. This ap

proach is probably the most often used in hyperspectral unmixing applications. The

following algorithms are described in order to provide an overview about the existing

literature of this type of algorithms.

3.2.1 Pixel Purity Index (PPI) [10]

The PPI algorithm applies dimensional reduction, by setting the purity index for each

pixel to zero. Then, the algorithms projects each pixel onto skewers defined using a

random process. The purity index increases by one every time that the pixel is extreme
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in every skewer direction. At the termination, the pixels with the máximum valué of

purity index are selected as endmembers.

3.2.2 The Vértex Component Analysis (VCA) [26]

The VCA algorithm obtains the subspace of máximum volume inscribed by only one

vértex. Afterwards, it increases iteratively the number of endmembers in the projection

data subspace and selecting the extreme pixel as the new endmember until all endmem

bers are extracted.

3.2.3 The Sequential Máximum Angle Convex Cone (SMACC) [27]

The SMACC algorithm uses a bottom-up approach based on the convex cone. At the

begging, SMACC selects any pixel as endmember (typically that with the maximal

length), and it uses this to define a cone. Afterwards, it creates a new cone by adding

the pixel with the maximal angle respect to the existing cone until all pixels are inside

the cone in a tolerance threshold.

3.2.4 The Simplex Growing Algorithm (SGA) [9]

The SGA algorithm uses a bottom-up approach and requires the number of endmembers

to extract as an initial input parameter. Iteratively adds to the list of endmembers the

spectral pixel that generates the simplex of maximal volume in a superior dimensión by

applying the (Equation 3.4).

3.2.5 N-FINDR Algorithm

In 1999 Michael E. Winter published the N-FINDR [8] algorithm, it has been subject of

extensive studies and different implementations through the literature. The main idea

of the N-FINDR is to find the vértices that maximize the volume of a simplex covering

all the pixels in the HI. It receives two parameters: a HI X, and the number k G N

of endmembers to extract. In addition, N-FINDR requires a HI with dimensionality

equal to fe - 1. If the X's dimensionality is bigger than k - 1, this algorithm applies

a dimensionality reduction method as MNF [28], NAPC [29] or PCA [30]. Afterwards,
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searches for the set E oí k spectral pixels £ G X that inscribes the simplex in RÍ*-1) of

máximum volume in X using (Equation 3.4).

Vol{E) = -±-.\_let{E)\ (3.4)

Thus, N-FINDR initializes the set E = {xi,x2,...,x¡_}, taking k different pixels from

X, selects each of them randomly. Then, it calculates the volume of E using (Equation

3.4) in the following way: it swaps in and out each element in E with all pixels in the

remainder set X \E, calculates the new volume using (Equation 3.4) and replaces the

element in E with the pixel in X \ E when the new volume is bigger. This procedure

is repeated until no one substitution increases the volume. This algorithm is compu

tationally complex because it performs the calculation of (Equation 3.4) several times.

Moreover, the algorithm can be considered non-deterministic as its results depend on a

random initialization process.
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FINDR Algorithm

1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

7:

INPUT Xs[ii,_5,.„,afw]

INPUT K = Number of endmembers to extract.

R = MNF(X, L ,k)= NAPC(X, L . k)

E={0}

for 1 to k

r = rand(N)

E = Eu

8: endfor

9: auxVol

er<¿E

er e R

0

10: while( Vol(E) > auxVol )

11: auxVol = Vol(E)

12: tmpVol = Vol(E)

13: for i=l to N

14: for p=l to k

1 1
15: er = er g E, é. G R

él

16: A = E 0 {ep U er} ep G E

17: if( Vol( A ) > tmpVol )

18: tmpVol = Vol( A )

19: £ = A

20: endif

21: endfor

23: endfor

24: endwhile

25: OUTPUT E = {éi,éi,...,e~k} E
= List of endmebers extracted.
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3.2.6 Automatic Target Generation Process (ATGP)

The ATGP is an algorithm proposed by Chein I. Chang [16] to generates a matrix of k

puré spectral signatures of a HI X based on the Orthogonal Subspace Projection (OSP)

approach. In addition, this algorithm requires to know the number of endmembers

present in a HI. It process is as follows: At the beginning, ATGP selects the pixel

£ G X denoted as eo of máximum length, and uses it to creates an orthogonal subspace

structure:

P¿ = / - E(ETE)-1ET (3.5)

where E = {So} and / is the identity matrix. Once P¿ is computed, ATGP obtains the

pixel £ G X \ E with the máximum orthogonal subspace projection {Sa) denoted as

éi , considering it as the distance of ¿i respect to the subspace spanned by the structure

P¿. Afterwards, éi is added to E such that E = {éb,éi}. Then, for 1 < i < k

iteration, ATGP considers that éi is the pixel £ G X \ E with the máximum orthogonal

subspace projection (éb,éi, ....éí-i)1 using (Equation 3.5). Then, it adds S¡ to E such

that E = {éó,éi,...,éi} until #E = k, relying that each pixel é"G E is an endmember.

Automated Target Generation Process (ATGP)

INPUT X = [£Í,x-2,...,xJ¡v]

INPUT K = Number of endmembers to extract.

E = { arg max^ (||x.||) } 1 < i < N, i G N

for k = 1 to (K
- 1)

PE±=I- E(ETE)~1ET

E U { arg max*-, {[PE-lx_] [PE±.x_])} l<i<N, i G N, x¿ £ E

endfor

OUTPUT E = {éo, el, ..., e^li}
= List of endmembers extracted.
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3.2.7 Orthogonal Bases Approach (OBA)

OBA is an algorithm introduced by Xuetao Tao et al. [11] at 2009. Its main aim is to

find the orthogonal base of maximal norm using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization

process by assuming that the Gram determinant is equivalent to the volume equation

(Equation 3.4) used by N-FINDR. The OBA's process is as follows: for a given HI X,

it requires the number fc G N of endmembers to extract. If fc is unknown, it works in

an automatic way by setting the threshold parameter uj (the author recommends to set

w = 3.3). Thus, it extracts the spectral pixel £ G X of maximal length and defines this

as the endmember Sq. Subsequently, it selects the spectral pixel x G X which has the

maximal magnitude after being subtracted from Sq as follows:

éi = arg max^ (\\ £¿
— Sq ||) 1 < i < #X

Then, it extracts the remainder fc — 1 endmembers or extracts the endmembers one by

one, using the iterative Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process until the norm of the

orthogonal base decrease to a lower valué than the specified threshold w.

It is very important to remark that, OBA does not creates an orthogonal base with the

original vectors because it works with the set of vectors Z¿ for 1 < i < #X (7-th line). U

is obtained by subtracting to the vector chosen as origin Sq, every spectral pixel £ G X

as follows:

U = Xi- S0 1 < i < #X.

Due to the endmembers extraction algorithm proposed in this thesis uses the original

spectral pixels in X, and it considers the orthogonal complement instead of the vector

subtraction, it was possible to improve the performance obtained by OBA. A detailed

description is introduced in (Section 4.1).
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Orthogonal Bases Approach (OBA)

1: INPUT X = [£1, £2, ..., xn]

2: INPUT K = Number of endmembers to extract.

3: //Initialization

4: e0 = arg maxXi(\\xi\\)

5: ei
=

arg maxXi (\\ x¿
-

eo ||)

6: Qi = ei
-

eo, 0i = ai

7: Zj = x¿
-

e0, (i=l,...,N)

8: ^=^-(t^)^(i=1 N)

9: fc = l

10: //Main loop

11: while stopping condition is not met do

12: ek+i
=
arg maxx, (|| -y? (xj) ||)

13: Ph+i = arg maxx, (|| -yf ||)

"= 7*+1=7Í=-(áf^y)^+1 (-L-.N)

15: Increase fc by 1

16: end

17: OUTPUT E = {éo, él, ..., ex-i} = List of endmebers stimated.
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3.3 Virtual Dimensionality Estimation Algorithms

This section introduces a description of the algorithms often used in the literature to es

timate the Virtual Dimensionality (VD) (Definition 5). This concept was introduced by

Chang [14] at 2003 to estimate the number of distinct signáis present in a hyperspectral

data. Due to the fact that each signal in the VD is an endmember, it is used to set the

number fc G N of endmembers present in a HI that is required by several EEAs as an

input parameter.

3.3.1 Harsanyi-Ferrand-Chang (HFC)

The HFC [5] algorithm calculates the eigenvalues for the sample correlation Matrix R

and the sample covariance matrix M. Let {Ai, A2, ..., A¿} and {Ai, A2, ..., A¿} be the set

of eigenvalues of R and M respectively (L is the number of dimensions). The HFC

algorithm assumes that the spectral signal sources are non-random unknown positive

constants with zero mean noise and using hypothesis testing infers:

Á¿>A¿ for i = 1,2,...,VD (3.6)

and

\i = \i ioii = (VD + l),(VD + 2),...,L (3.7)

relating (Equation 3.6) and (Equation 3.7) by

\[>\i><t2,¡ íoil=l,2,...,VD (3.8)

and

\l = \l=ani for Z = VD + 1,VD + 2,...,L. (3.9)

Thus, the HFC formulates the VD estimation as the binary hypothesis

H0:zl = \l -A, = 0 for 1 = 1,2,..., L (3.10)
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Hi : z¡
= A* - A, > O for 1 = 1,2 L. (3.11)

Assuming that N is sufficient large to model Hq and Hi as random variables by the

conditional probabiüty densities:

Po(zi)^p(zi]Hq)^N(Q,íjI) forZ = l,2,...,L (3.12)

and

Pi{zi)=p(zi]Hi)^N(m,a2zl) forZ = l,2,..,L. (3.13)

a2t for each Z = 1,2, ...,2_ using (Equation 3.14)

a2z¡ = var ÍÁ* -

A*]
= var [Á*] + war [A*] - 2cov(Á¡, A*) (3.14)

where

2Á?
M *$ (3*15)

and

2A2

««■[AJSÍ--3-. (3.16)

(Equation 3.10) and (Equation 3.11) formúlate a Neyman-Pearson detector <5_^p(A¡
—

A*)

used to maximize the probability detection power

roo

Pd= / Pi{z)dz (3.17)
Ja

and minimize the false alarm probability

roo

Pf= Po{z)dz (3.18)
Ja
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at a specific threshold parameter a. Therefore, if Á* -

A; > a, HFC assumes the exis

tence of a signal energy contributing to the eigenvalue Á-, in the Z-th data dimensión.

HFC interprets the total number of dimensions with energy present as the number of

endmembers present in the HI.

3.3.2 Noise-Whitened-Harsanyi-Ferrand-Chang (NWHFC)

Due to the fact that HFC assumes that the dataset has white Gaussian noise with zero

mean and the spectral signal variance cr2 is typically small, its VD estimation can be

biased by inter-bands covariance. In order to mitígate that effect, NWHFC performs a

preprocessing phase where the variance matrix and covariance matrix are noise whitened.

The preprocessing phase can be done by applying the method proposed by Roger et al.

in [36]. Afterwards, the HFC method is performed to the new covariance and correlation

matrix.

3.3.3 Eigenvalue Distribution-Based Criteria (EDBC)

It is a set of methods to estimate the number of different signáis present in a dataset

based on the sum of correlation and covariance eigenvalues. In order to do this, this

type of methods require to set a parameter a, stop condition. Furthermore, the corre

lation eigenvalues Ai, A2, ..., X¡_ and the covariance eigenvalues Ai, A2,...,A£, must to be

normalized using (Equation 3.19) and (Equation 3.20).

A* ■= _* (3.19)
l^i=i xi

A, = =£— (3.20)

where Ái > Á2 >,...,> Á_, and Ai >,A2 >,...,> XL. Once the eigenvalues are normal

ized, it is possible to apply the following methods.
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3.3.3.0.1 Test Modiñed Paragraph

The Threshold Energy Percentage (TEP) method [16] considers that the normalized

eigenvalue represents how much percentage energy is contributed by the signal source.

Therefore, TEP counts for the number of eigenvalues while the cumulative energy is

lower than a%, by using:

VDf¡>en(a%)
= arJmini<,<L ¿Á, > ^ J a G (0, 100] (3.21)

3.3.3.0.2 Thresholding Difference Between Normalized Correlation Eigen

values and Normalized Covariance Eigenvalues

Analogous to HFC, it is based on the assumption that A¡ — A¡ > 0 when a signal energy

is contributing in the dimensión Z. Therefore, it is possible to estimate VD as follows:

VDe^nXl («) = ary{maxi<KL [Á,
- A* > a] } a G [0, 1] (3.22)

3.3.3.0.3 Finding First Sudden Drop in the Normalized Eigenvalue Distri

bution

This method calculates the distance between each adjacent pair of correlation or covari

ance eigenvalues &\,&_\, ■■■, 5__-i such that <S* = A¡ — A¡+i or 5- = A* —

A*+i, and 1 < Z < L.

Afterwards, it counts the number of valúes S¡ that are bigger or equal than a as follows:

VDfgen(a) = arp{maxi<¡<z, [Á,
- Á¡+i > a] } a G [0, 1] , (3.23)

or

VDx9en(a) = arg{maxi<i<L [A* -

Am > a]} a G [0, 1] . (3.24)
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Chapter 4

Proposed algorithms

This chapter introduces a detailed description of the algorithms proposed for endmem

bers extraction in a HI, it describes their differences and advantages respect to the

algorithms presented in the literature review.

4.1 Simplex of Maximal Volume using Perpendicular Al

titude (SMVJ.)

The SMVJ. algorithm is an EEA developed for fast endmembers extraction. This algo

rithm improves some of the main drawbacks of the often used algorithms of the litera-

ture review of the EEAs for hyperspectral image analysis. Then, the description of the

SMV-L's procedure is introduced.

Let X be a HI (Definition 1) with N spectral pixels (Definition 2) and L dimensions. Sup

pose that it is required to extract fc G N endmembers from X. Let £ = {Ei,E2,...,En}

be the set of all subsets Ei C X oí cardinality equal to fc, where 1 < i < n.

Based on the LMM, there exists a set E G £ that is the SMVk~l such that

vol(É) > vol(Ei),

35
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for all Ei G £ . Due to É is the SMVh~1 (Definition 9), every é G É is an endmember

of X. Therefore, the remainder pixels in X \ E are linear combination of É. Thus, the

extraction of endmembers is described as follow.

1) Extracting éi: At the beginning, SMVJ. sets the set of endmembers E = {0}. The

(Equation 2.16) shows that the volume of the set É1 (#El = 1), is the distance of the

unique member éi G E1 respect to the subspace spanned by the set E1 \ Si = {0} =

nuil space. Due to every vector is orthogonal to the nuil space then, the orthogonal

complement Sf (Definition 6) is Si itself. Therefore, the altitude hi of éi respect to the

nuil space is the magnitude of éi using (Equation 2.14) such that:

hi = vo^É1) =|| Si ||= v/(Ü7^y (4.1)

Then, SMVL considers that the spectral pixel x G X with the maximal magnitude using

(Equation 2.14) is the endmember éi because it is the SMV0 (Definition 9). The SMV-L

extracts éi at the fourth line, adds éi to the set of extracted endmembers E, and define

the orthogonal base U = {éi}.

2) Extracting Sj (2 < j < K): A very important observation derived from (Equation

2.16) is: the height h of any e£¿ respect to the subspaces spanned by the set of vectors

E \ S is bigger or equal than every height hx oí all spectral pixels x G X respect to the

subspace spanned by E \ S. Moreover, if any vértex of E is removed, the remainder

set E' = E \ e maintains this property. The SMVJ. considers for every spectral pixel

ÍEX that its distance hx is equal to the magnitude of the orthogonal complement x1-

respect to the orthogonal base discovered U. In order to obtain ir1, SMVJ. exploits the

capability of Gram-Schmith Algorithm to calcúlate the orthogonal projection x i-> U oí

any x over the subspace spanned by the orthogonal base U (Gram-Shmith Algorithm at

line 4 ) and defines the following equation:

S^U = Tt^Tü'í m = #U,Üi£U (4.2)
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Once calculated the orthogonal projection x h-> [/, SMV1 uses the (Theorem 2) to define

the following equation in order to calcúlate the orthogonal complement x1:

x1 = x
-

(x x-, U) (4.3)

At iteration j, SMVJ. considers that the spectral pixel x G X with the xx (Equation 4.3)

of maximal magnitude using (Equation 2.14) is the endmember Sj. Then, it adds Sj to

the set E oí extracted endmembers, and creates the new orthogonal base U = UU{x }.

This is repeated K — 1 times.

Thus, due to the SMV-L obtains at each iteration i, the pixel x G X with the maximal

height hi respect to the subspace spanned by the base U formed with the set E oí

vectors extracted as endmembers at iteration i-1, by starting in the nuil space, and

the volume equation (Equation 2.16) multiplies the volume of the base U by hi in order

to calculates the volume of the simplex in R*u SMV± guarantees that the simplex in

R*u is which has the maximal volume then, it is the Simplex of Maximal Volume in

R*u (SMV*U). This SMV-L's property is very important for the EEAs based on LMM

because the SMV71 has the property of convexity and it is used to unmix the HI in the

respective abundance composition of the endmembers extracted. Furthermore, due to

the SMVn has the maximal volume, the vértices in the set E are the #E most distinct

pixels in the HI. This SMV-L's property allows to rely that every pixel e G E represents

a different material in the scene. Thus, it enables to créate material maps, material

detection, and target identification.
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4.1.1 Pseudo-Code

The following pseudo-code aims to provide almost a SMV-L's implementation. This

algorithm requires to estimate the number of endmembers present in X, it is possible

to calcúlate the parameter K using HFC-NWHFC [5] or any other that the user wants.

SMV-L Algorithm

1: INPUT X =

[xi,X2, ...,xn]
= A hyperspectral image.

2: INPUT K = Number of endmembers to extract.

j = argmaxidlm i = l,.,.,N

J ={J> //Cióse j

Ui
=

Xj

U = {üi}

E = {Sj}

ft =o i = l,...,N

for k = 2 to K

"-max
— U

for ¿ = 1 to Af

if C<sí JQ

a=A+Gfe . flfc- 7w_-i)
ft-aux ==

||Xi -ft

11 -^ fldiix ^* iXmax )

^max -= llaux

J =»

endif

endif

endfor

J =JU{j}

ük = x3
-

¡3j

U =Uu{ük}

E =Eu{xj}

endfor

OUTPUT E = {eu é_, ...,eK} = {Set of extracted endmembers}.

OUTPUT U = {ü\u2, ...,uK} = An orthogonal base for E.
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4.2 Fuzzy Virtual Dimensionality (FuzzyVD)

Let X be a hyperspectral image (Definition 1) then, from the (Equation 3.1) it is possible

to know that any base 0 C X can be used to describe each x G X in terms of 0. Now,

using (Theorem 1), it is possible to infer that #/J is at most L. Therefore, it is possible

say that 0 can be any subset of X. Then, this can be used to decompose each x G X

in the abundances of each b G 0. Although this is true, FuzzyVD needs the base 0 with

the maximal volume due to the fact that the vértices on the base 0 that inscribing the

simplex in Rn of maximal volume, are considered puré pixels (endmembers) [8].

Thus, the proposed algorithm FuzzyVD, uses the SMV-L algorithm to obtains the possi

ble endmembers for a given set of vectors X in R", and a number _eN< #_£, SMVL

finds a subset ^MV± c X inscribing the simplex in Rfc of maximal volume using a

bottom-up strategy with small computational complexity. Taking advantage from this

capability, it is possible to set k = L and calcúlate the best base 0SMV1- composed with

all candidates to be endmember using the SJMVL algorithm.

The next phase of JFuzzyVD is to decide if it is feasible to join two or more members of

0SMV±, by creating equivalence classes. However, to decide if two candidates are similar

or not tend to be difficult task. Nevertheless, fuzzy logic provides a natural way to deal

with this problem.

In the proposed algorithm, FuzzyVD makes use of Clustering Method Based Upon Equiv

alence Relations (CMER) which was proposed by Klir in [15]. Basically, FuzzyVD uses

CMER to calculates the set of a-cuts that induces the different possible partitions with

similarity degree a. The first phase of FuzzyVD is to build a square matrix Mr equal

to (Equation 2.22) with #0SMV± =
__ rows and columns. The intersection valué in a

certain row i and column i represents the relation between the vectors b\,bj G 0SMV±
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calculated the following way:

MR[nj] := R(bi,bj) (4.4)

:=1 -jfeft|-l(-.||
\¡=1

where q G R+ and represents the type of distance used e.g. q
= 1 and 9

= 2 are Hamming

distance and Euclidean distance respectively. S is calculated by (Equation 4.5) in order

to ensures that Mr [ry] G [0, 1].

§:= ,
p- l<i,j<L (4.5)

((EiÍjI^-%19)')

It is possible to see in (Equation 2.22) that Mr is a fuzzy relation between each pair

of vectors 6¿, bj G 0SUV± where FuzzyVD use the Euclidean distance q
= 2. If 6¿ is

cióse to bj then, the A_# [ry] tend to 1. If the vectors t%, bj G 0SMV1 are such that the

distance between them is bigger or equal than all other pair of vectors in /3SMV-L then,

Mr [rij] = 0. Now, if i = j, Mr [ry] = 1 (Reflexive property). Due to the distance

from bi to bj is the same than the distance from bj to 6¿, Mr [rij] = Mr [tj_] (Symmetry

property). The remaining pairs have a fuzzy valué based in a fuzzy distance calculated

using the Minkowski formula defined in (Equation 4.4). Afterwards, CMER creates the

transitive closure Rt (Algorithm Rt) using the algorithm provided by Kür in [15] based

upon (Definition 16), (Equation 2.19), (Equation 2.20), (Equation 2.21), and (Theorem

3).
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Algorithm Rt

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

INPUT: R := Mr := Fuzzy Relation

INPUT: n := Universe of discourse cardinality

ifc =0

While 2k < n

R' = R\J(R°R)

líR' ¿R

R = R'

k = k + l

Else R' ¿ R

go to Step 13

Endif

End While

Rt = R

OUTPUT: RT := Transitive closure

Once appUed, the transitive closure Rt induces the set A = {Q-cuti,a-cut2, ...,a-cutm}

such that each a-cut¿ G A represents a crisp equivalence relation of 0SMV± with simi

larity degree greater or equal than a-cutj in Rt- The set A can be computed using the

following procedure (Algorithm A), setting n = L = #0SMV1
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Algorithm A

1: INPUT: RT := Fuzzy Transitive Closure

2: INPUT: n := Universe of discurse cardinality

3: A = {0}

4: For i=l to n

5: For j=l to n

6: URT[i,j]#A

7: A = AU„?T[i,j]

8: End lf

9: End For

10: End For

11: OUTPUT: A := {a-cuti,a-cut2, ...,a-cutm}

Then, once Rt has been calculated, the followings set is computed:

T := {AU possible classes induces by A in Rt-} (4.6)

using the procedure (Algorithm T) setting n = L = #0SMVX-
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Algorithm T

1: INPUT: RT := Fuzzy Transitive Closure

2: INPUT: A := {a-cuti,a-cut2, ...,Q-cutm}

3: INPUT: n := Universe of discurse cardinality

4: T = {0}

5: For r=l to (#A)

6: OPEN ={l,2,...,n}

7: Tr = {0}

8: i =1

9: While OPEN ¿ {0}

10: TrA = {0}

11: Q = {OPEN(l)}

12: OPEN = OPEN \ OPEN(l)

13: While Q =é {0}

14: k = Q(l)

15: rn¿ =rr,¿UQ(l)

16: Q =Q\Q{1)

17: For Z=l to n

18: If RT [k, l] > A(r) and l G OPEN

19: Q = Q U {Z}

20: OPEN = OPEN \ {1}

21: End If

22: End For

23: End While

24: i = i + 1

25: rr = IV U YTii

26: End While

27: r = rurr

28: End For

29: OUTPUT: T := {r^ r2, ..., Tm} = {All possible classes induces by A in RT}.
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There exists the correspondence one to one between A and T, such that for each a-cutj G

A, there is a subset T¿ C T. In addition, #r¿ represents the number of disjoint sets

in the fuzzy equivalence relation induced by an a-cutí over Rt- Now, T generates the

minimum finite number of ways on which 0SMV1- can be split. Thus, FuzzyVD converts

a problem where non prior information exists into another where it is only necessary to

find the best a-cut. In order to solve this new problem, FuzzyVD uses a fuzzy system

to select the a-cut, that generates the partition with more dense classes, bigger distance

between classes' centers, and bigger accumulated energy. The density of each class in

the partition r¡ _T induced by the a-cut. G A is calculated with the following fuzzy

membership function:

^■--.-{r/t^r)
i < i < #r

where a2 is the standard deviation function and $¿ is:

A := max^2^)) (4.8)

i<¿,j'<#r

The set x¡> = {ipi,ip2, ...,i/'m} that contains the center in Mn for all classes in V is calcu

lated by using (Algorithm ip).
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Algorithm ip

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

INPUT: T := Set of all possible classes.

INPUT: L := Number of dimensions of all xeX.

V = {0}

For i = 1 to #r

i>i = {0}

For j = 1 to #ri

i>ij = R£

For Z = 1 to L

^^) =W^ZtIÍ^i,j,k{l)
End For

■xpi = ipiU ipij

End For

V* = ^) U tpi

End For

OUTPUT: ip = {ipi,tp2, ...,ipm} = { AU classes centers in Rn }.

Once the set tp is computed, the distance between the centers of the classes for a given

a-cutj is evaluated using the following fuzzy membership function:

W(^fi):=^f (4.9)

i < i < #r

where o*2 is the standard deviation function and $ is defined in (Equation 4.10).

# := max(ír2(i)) (4.10)

i < i < 4H>
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The energy of an arbitrary

be0SMV±

is at most the ratio between JM. This ratio is interpreted by FuzzyVD as the máximum
IIM

amount of energy represented by each a-cut¿. This fuzzy membership function is defined

as follows:

m3(/>smv\¿).=!!4- (4-n)
II oo II

1 < i < L

Then, FuzzyVD uses for the defuzzyfication process the following equations:

«(a-cut,) = min(/_i,/X2) x M3* (4*12)

Therefore, FuzzyVD considers the a-cuti with the máximum valuation using (Equation

4.12) as the best way to induce a crisp partition, where the VD is the number of different

classes in T¿.

VDestimated = #r¿, (4.13)

where the T¿ is induced by the a-cut, with the máximum valuation using (Equation

4.12) and 1 < i < #A.
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4.2.1 Pseudo-Code

FuzzyVD algorithm

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

INPUT: X := Hyperspectral image.

INPUT: L := Dimensions number of X.

pSMVi = SMV± (X) L)

RT = CMER(X)

A = Algorithm A(RT, L)

T = Algorithm T(RT, A, L)

■tp = Algorithm ip(T, L)

VD =0

max = 0

For i = 1 to #r

If v(T,i) > max

max = v(T,i)

VD = #Ti

Endif

End For

OUTPUT: VD := Number estimated of endmembers in X.
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Chapter 5

Experiments and Results

This chapter provides the steps used in this thesis to obtains the hyperspectral im

ages used in the experiments, it describes the experiments performed, and it shows a

comparative analysis of the results obtained by the proposed algorithms against related

algorithms.

5.1 Hyperspectral Imagery Used in the Experiments

5.1.1 Synthetic Imagery

By recreating six synthetic hyperspectral images Til, TI2, TI3, TEÍ, TE2 and TE3 as

proposed Chein I. Chang in [16] as a base to test and compare algorithms for endmember

extraction and VD estimation. Each image has 200x200 pixels, 224 bands from 0.4/_m

to 2.5/_m, 25 panels created with five reflectance hyperspectral signatures: alunite (A:

alunite.al706.966.ase [2]), buddingtonite (B: buddingtonite-gds85.3924.asc [2]), calcite

(C: calcite.co2004.4113.ase [2]), kaolinite (K: kaolinite_cm3. 11788.ase [2]), and muscovite

(M: muscovite.gdsl07.14887.asc [2]) obtained from USGS [2]. The background is the

mean of aU spectral signatures. Til, TI2, and TI3 are implanted panels where Til is

noise free; TI2 has a background with Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) SRN

20:1; TI3 has all pixels with AWGN SRN 20:1. TEÍ, TE2, and TE3 are simüar to Til,

TI2, and TI3 respectively but the panel pixels are embedded (signature + background).

49
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For detailed instructions, please refer to [16].

Spectral signatures (USGS)

Band number

Figure 5.1: Five spectral signatures used in synthetic imagery.

The (Figure 5.1) shows the plot of each spectral signatures A, B, C, K, and M while the

(Figure 5.2) shows the six synthetic hyperspectral images.

TEÍ TE2 TE3

FIGURE 5.2: Band 1 in gray scale of each synthetic hyperspectral image created to be

used in experiments.
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5.1.2 Real AVIRIS Hyperspectral Images

One of the most used real HI for endmember extraction in the literature is the AVIRIS

Cuprite, Nevada image available in [1].

FIGURE 5.3: Original hyperspectral image from Cuprite, Nevada [1], remarking the

área where was cut the sample used in experiments.

The (Figure 5.3) shows a representation
of the full hyperspectral image provided by the

AVIRIS project [1], it shows the axea cut as a sample that was used in the experiments.

This hyperspectral image was obtained in five parts, each of them has 615x512 pixels

and 224 bands from 0.4Mm to 2.5/zm. In the fourth part, there has been a cut sample

of 350x350 pixels and 224 bands begging at row 1, column 263. The (Figure 5.4) shows
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the resultant HI. Due to the fact that SMVJ. does not requires dimensional reduction,

band removal, or noise removal, all bands are present from the original image.

Figure 5.4: Real hyperspectral image from Cuprite, Nevada [1],

5.2 Experiment Descriptions

The SMVL and JFuzzyVD algorithms were compared against the more related algo

rithms present in the revised literature in order to measure their performance under the

assumptions of the LMM.

5.2.1 SMV1

In this thesis, were used the N-FINDR and ATGP implementation provided by Chein I.

Chang in [16], and all the algorithms were implemented in Matlab2010. The performance

of SMV_L, N-FINDR, ATGP and OBA were compared in reference to three measures:

number of arithmetic operations, empirical execution time, and volume of the simplex in

Rn The experiments were executed on a computer with the characteristics described in

(Section 5.3.1.2).
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5.2.2 FuzzyVD

In order to compare the results obtained with FuzzyVD, three other methods are used:

HFC, NWHFC, and TEP. The implemented versions of HFC and NWHFC are from

[16], the input parameters are the following:

PF = {IO-1, IO-2, IO-3, IO"4, IO-5},

and TEP was implemented based on the normalized covariance eigenvalues, setting the

input parameter a% as follows:

a% = {97%, 98%, 99%, 99.5%, 99.9%}.

AU algorithms were applied to Til, TI2, TI3, TEÍ, TE2, TE3, and Real AVIRIS.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 SMVL

5.3.1.1 Number of Arithmetic Operations

This measure is very important for algorithms performance evaluation because it pro

vides a quantitative reference about the expected time consumed by the algorithms, and

the computational complexity function behavior in reference to the input parameters

variation. In the case of hyperspectral image analysis, the number of arithmetic opera

tions is closely related with the number of spectral pixels, dimensions and the number

of endmembers to be extracted.

The (Figure 5.5) shows the number of arithmetic operations performed by the SMVJ_

(Scale 1:1), N-FINDR (Scale 10:1), ATGP (Scale 10:1) and OBA (Scale 1:1) for synthetic

imagery. All synthetic images have same number of pixels and dimensions; therefore,

the number of arithmetic operations depends only on the number of endmembers to
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extract. The range used in this thesis is 1,2,. ..,250. For N-FINDR, the number of arith

metic operation were calculated using the computational time complexity estimated in

[31].

Computational time complexity growing functions of SMV1 1:1,

N-FINDR 10:1, ATGP 10:1, and OBA 1:1.

■ ■■IN-FINERÍIÓ-Íl
^—■ BTGPflQlíl
- - - ■

OBfl 1:1

N-FINDR

scale 10:1

/shpi i:i

9

ATGP /
scale 10:1 _,* OBA

\ tx* scale 1:1

\_*** I

SMV1

scale 1:1

Number of endmembers to extract

Figure 5.5: Number of arithmetic operations performed by SMVJ., N-FINDR, ATGP,
and OBA in reference to the number of endmembers to extract.

The (Figure 5.5) shows that SMV± performs the fewest number of arithmetic operations.

5.3.1.2 Empirical Execution Time

The experiments were executed in a computer with the following characteristics:

1. Microprocessor Intel i5 1.70 GHz x 4.

2. 8GB RAM.

3. HDD 7200rpm.

4. Linux Ubuntu 14.04 LTS.

5. Matlab R2010b.
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Due to the fact that N-FINDR depends on a random initialization process, the average

time of 150 executions extracting 5 endmembers were registered during the experiments.

For real AVIRIS images, the time is the fewer obtained after several executions. The

(Table 5.1) shows the best execution times of the SMV-L, N-FINDR, ATGP, and OBA

algorithms.

SMV1 OBA ATGP N-FINDR

Til 0.57 s 0.92 s 1.13 s 23.72 s

TI2 0.54 s 0.93 s 1.15 s 38.05 s

TI3 0.54 s 0.93 s 1.17 s 35.61 s

TEÍ 0.54 s 0.87 s 1.16 s 41.14 s

TE2 0.54 s 0.83 s 1.17 s 20.22 s

TE3 0.55 s 0.91 s 1.15 s 32.62 s

AVIRIS 10.13 s 16.84 s 22.92 s 1,608.61 s

Table 5.1: Execution time extracting 5 endmembers in synthetic imagery and 29

endmembers in real AVIRIS image using SMVJ-, N-FINDR, ATGP, and OBA.

It is possible to observe in the (Table 5.1) that the faster algorithm in empirical execu

tion time is SMV-L. This result is congruent with the expected behavior.

5.3.1.3 Volumen of the Simplex in Rn

The SMV±, N-FINDR, ATGP, and OBA algorithms search the set E = {e0, Si, ..., efc-i}

of vértices within the SMV*-1 Therefore, the algorithm with the best performance is

capable to obtain the set E oí máximum volume.

The (Figure 5.6) shows the volume of the simplex in Rn obtained by the SMV-L, N-

FINDR, ATGP, and OBA algorithms for synthetic and real His. For all hyperspectral

images, the SMV± algorithm obtained the simplex of máximum volume. Therefore, the

volume of the simplex obtained by SMV-L, N-FINDR, ATGP and OBA are expressed

by the ratio:

vol(SMV 1)

vol(SMV _L)
'

vol(N-FINDR)

vol(SMV-L)
'
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vol(ATGP)

vol(SMV ±)
'

and

vol(OBA)

vol(SMV J.)

respectively.

Máximum

Volume

Figure 5.6: Volume obtained by the SMVJ-, N-FINDR, ATGP, and OBA algorithms

applied to synthetic and real hyperspectral imagery.

The (Figure 5.6) allows to make the following remarks:

1. The algorithm capable to find the bigger volume is SMV-L. In consequence, it is

the algorithm with the best performance.

2. ATGP found a simplex with the volume grater or equal than N-FINDR and OBA.

3. The algorithm that found the smallest volume in all scenarios is OBA. Therefore,

OBA showed the worst performance.
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5.3.2 FuzzyVD

It is known in advance that 5 endmembers are present in each synthetic hy

perspectral image. In the case of real AVIRIS image, there are, 27 possible.

This number is due Chein I. Chang [16] who considers this number as a good estimation

after band removal, noise removal and a Pp = IO-3

In (Table 5.2), it is possible to see that FuzzyVD has obtained results similar to the

desired output for synthetic hyperspectral images. However, only in the image TE2 es

timation is completely correct. This may be due to the fact that the image is embedded

and the total signal noise ratio is the lower of all synthetic hyperspectral images. The

(Table 5.2) also shows that the VD estimated for real AVIRIS image is very similar in

reference to the expected result.

FuzzyVD

Synthetic Imagery Real image

Til TI2 TI3 TEÍ TE2 TE3 AVIRIS

ideal 5 5 5 5 5 5 27

estimation 4 4 4 3 5 7 29

Table 5.2: VD estimated by JFuzzyVD in synthetic real AVIRIS images.

The results of the HFC algorithm are shown in (Table 5.3). It is clear that the HFC

performance is quite inferior to the proposed algorithm FuzzyVD. The hyperspectral im

ages with better results are Til and TI2, but for the remainder hyperspectral imagery.

The obtained results are unusable.

The (Table 5.4) shows the results for the NWHFC algorithm, they are similar to the

ones in the table for HFC. It may be due to the fact that hyperspectral imagery used in

this thesis does not remove any band. In addition, in the case of TE2 and AVIRIS, the

HFC algorithm does not estimate the VD.

The (Table 5.5) shows the VD estimation based on eigenvalues. It is possible to see that

this method provide a good performance when the endmembers do not have noise. This
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HFC

Pf ideal IO"1 w-¿ IO"3 10~4 IO-5

tu 5 102 70 57 47 41

TI2 5 2 2 1 1 1

TI3 5 2 2 1 1 1

TEÍ 5 111 91 80 65 57

TE2 5 116 116 116 116 116

TE3 5 1 1 1 1 1

AVIRIS 27 99 61 49 44 36

Table 5.3: VD estimated using HFC in synthetic and real AVIRIS images.

NWHFC

Pf ideal io-1 io-12 IO-3 IO-4 io-5

Til 5 142 122 105 93 82

TI2 5 2 2 2 1 1

TI3 5 2 2 1 1 1

TEÍ 5 114 113 112 112 112

TE2 5

TE3 5 1 1 1 1 1

AVIRIS 27

Table 5.4: VD estimated using NWHFC in synthetic and real AVIRIS images.

is the case for Til, but for the rest, the results are unusable.

Threshold Energy Percentage

a% ideal 97% 98% 99% 99.5% 99.9%

Til 5 3 3 4 4 4

TI2 5 217 219 222 223 224

TI3 5 217 219 222 223 224

TEÍ 5 1 1 1 2 4

TE2 5 1 1 1 1 1

TE3 5 215 218 221 223 224

AVIRIS 27 180 188 196 201 205

Table 5.5: VD estimated using Threshold Energy Percentage in synthetic and real

AVIRIS images.



Chapter 6

Final Conclusions and Future

Research

This chapter gives a conclusión and proposes the forthcoming research work.

6.1 Final Conclusions

This thesis proposes a novel idea to calcúlate the simplex of maximal volume in Rn for

linear mixing models that can be used to reduce the complexity of the N-FINDR by

implementing a bottom-up approach based in an observation from Unear algebra and

the exploitation of properties of the Gram-Schmidt algorithm. Therefore, the Simplex

of Maximal Volume Perpendicular (SMV-L) algorithm is proposed for fast endmember

extraction in hyperspectral imagery. This novel algorithm has complexity 0(n) with

respect to the number of pixels. SMVL has been appUed to hyperspectral image anal

ysis and the evidence shows that SMV-L provides good performance because it obtains

the simplex in Rn of maximal volume. In addition, it has lower computational time

complexity than N-FINDR, ATGP, and OBA algorithms on synthetic and real AVIRIS

images.

The estimation of the number of endmembers present in a hyperspectral image is a

very important task because this number is an input parameter for many endmember

59
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extraction algorithms. This thesis proposes a novel algorithm to estimate the num

ber of endmembers present in a hyperspectral image by using fuzzy logic: the Fuzzy

Virtual Dimensionality (JFuzzyVD). Based on its results, this algorithm provides better

performance than several of the classic algorithms often used to estimate the number

of endmembers present in a hyperspectral image. Additionally, the FuzzyVD does not

requires initial parameters. JFurthermore, a new fuzzy system is proposed to deal with

the selecting of the a-cut who generates the best partition. The evidence obtained allows

to select the best a-cut for a fuzzy set when desired properties for the resultant crisp

equivalence class are defined.

6.2 Future Research

1. Because there are publications [32] that describe successfully cases developing prac

tical HSIs, this thesis proposes to develop a practical HIS in order to be able to

acquire hyperspectral images to allow the application of the algorithms proposed

in this thesis to practical applications of material detection, material identification,

and material mapping.

2. Once developed the HSI, it is possible to use this to develop algorithms for target

identification and discrimination, by exploring the capability to identify targets of

interest in the hyperspectral dataset. Furthermore, it is interesting to use this HSI

to propose new solutions for some open problems present in the literature of the

computer visión, precisión agriculture, industry, etc.

3. If it is possible to develop the target detection and identification by using the HSI

developed, this thesis proposes to use the hyperspectral datasets acquired, to de

velop military application to identify cannabis fields, and clandestine laboratories,

by mounting the HSI in drones, UAVs and airplanes.
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